
If you are interested in including a site-specific installation as part of your BFA Exhibition, you must 

generate a proposal document as a means of presenting the idea to the Director of the Museum.  

Below is the list of information required for said document.  All proposals must be submitted in 

writing to the Director on or before midterm.  

1. Overall idea for special installation. Can be hand-drawn/sketched or digital.

2. Physical footprint needed for installation.

3. Describe all equipment needed...

• What will student provide?

• What is requested of Museum?

• How will equipment be maintained?

4. Possible safety hazards or ADA issues, and how they will be addressed.

5. Notes or details in proposal sketch/digital layout to accompany document.

6. Prior approval of professor (signed on document).

Installation Proposal Example:

Questions?
allison_chew@baylor.edu or
mike_schuetz@baylor.edu

Installation Proposal  
Jane Smith 
 

1. Overall idea for special installation. (300 words or less) 
I would like to install 8 works of art with lighting behind each work. Each work 
will hang approximately 4 inches off the wall, and will use metal clips to install 
on wall. Each work should hang 16 inches apart, with no direct museum lighting. 
Each work is framed at 12”h x 16”w. Lights are battery operated, so no outlet 
needed. Lights must be turned on and off each day. 
 

2. Physical footprint needed for installation (linear and/or square footage) 
Each work is 12”h x 16”w. with 16” between works, and 8 works, total linear feet 
requested is a minimum of 20 ft, plus room for artist statement. 

 
3. All Equipment needed 

a. What will student provide 
I will provide all equipment. Lights will be battery operated. I will also 
provide metal clips. 

b. What is requested of Museum 
No requests 

c. How will equipment be maintained 
I will provide batteries for lights, and will provide extra in case needed. I 
will also train staff on operation of lights. 

 
4. Possible safety hazards or ADA issues, and how they will be addressed.  

No safety issues. Lights are secure and LED. NO ADA issues. 
 

5. Sketches to accompany document 
 

 
 

6. Prior approval of professor 
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